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REFERENTE
Contact 1. Reparto di Sales 

Phone: +33 3 88 98 98 01 
Fax: +33 3 88 98 97 32 

PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
Delivery program

The current IMPAC product portfolio comprises temperature measuring devices for practically any application. The product series range from analogue
temperature sensors up to digital, bus-compatible reference pyrometers. On request, IMPAC develops customized solutions if there is no standard
device which meets the requirements of a particular application. Other strengths of the IMPAC production program include modern calibrating devices,
parameter setting software and data logging as well as an extensive array of electronic and mechanical accessories.

STORIA
IMPAC develops, produces and distributes high-quality instruments for non-contact measurement of temperatures from -50 to 4000°C. The devices
operate efficiently even under the toughest conditions.  
IMPAC has evolved from BRAUN AG, which started manufacturing precision measuring devices in 1958. Since then, more than 100,000 measuring
devices and systems bearing the brand name INFRATHERM have been installed around the globe.  
By focusing on our clients´ requirements and thanks to our systematically developed sales organization, IMPAC has become a leading manufacturer of
pyrometers which are sold worldwide. IMPAC stands for quality through careful monitoring and continuous improvement of all processes within the
enterprise, documented by regular VDE certification according to ISO 9001:2000. Certificate 
Integration with MIKRON Infrared, Inc. in November 2002 - also an ISO-certified enterprise - has given IMPAC greater access to the American market.
The IMPAC product range is complemented with MIKRON´s infrared pyrometer series, high-precision thermal cameras and a unique selection of
calibration sources. More than 160 specialists are available at all times to provide clients from all parts of the world with specialized know-how. The
managing board, the technical competence centre and the management for the worldwide sale of pyrometric equipment are based in Frankfurt am
Main, the heart of Germany.
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Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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